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Reviewer's report:

The recommendations would benefit most from additional revision to make the paper stronger and more practically useful. What implications and practical recommendations can be provided that could not be provided without this study? The recommendations start with "The observation from our study that learning is predominantly a self-directed, social process has implications...". Which findings and what type of networks would you need to obtain for the observation from your study to be that learning is predominantly NOT a social process and that genomic networks should NOT be encouraging the formation of interdisciplinary communities? How do the findings imply that there is no quick way to up-skill...? Clarifying implications that are directly based on the authors' original results will increase the value of the paper. I wish the authors a speedy publication.

Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

No

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

No

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.
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Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:
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